














Lingering Snow

Wakaba suggested. It increased the risk of running into any Vertexes, but since they didn't have unlimited time 
for their investigation expedition, it was a way to save time.

All 6: "Let's split up into rock and paper! Hoi!"

Splitting up into rock and paper groups led to one group consisting of Wakaba, Hinata, and Chikage, with the 
other group consisting of Yuuna, Tamako, and Anzu. Before parting ways, they settled on regrouping by the 
ferry station in Kobe Harbor in three hours.

Wakaba's group walked upon the abandoned streets searching for survivors.

RRubble from collapsed buildings and toppled vehicles littered the streets, making it a hassle to walk around.

Just how many lives were lost here?

-"You wouldn't suppose there are any survivors here, would you...?"

Hinata murmured.

-"is place must've been totally wiped out too... I'm sure..."

Chikage has said little since they had seen the sight of Kurashiki, but spoke now. Her tone was tinged with 
helplessness and anger.

-"-"We still don't know for sure. ere's still the possibility that people took refuge somewhere."

Chikage glanced at Wakaba, as if to tell her not to offer empty words of consolation.

Just then, Hinata's voice rang out.

-"Wakaba-chan! Chikage-san! Look at that...!"

In the shade of the rubble was the giant white body of a monster-- several monsters. Squirming Vertexes.

Wakaba grasped her sword's handle and stepped forward to protect Hinata.

But before she could do anything, Chikage raised her scythe overhead and leapt at the Vertexes.

-"-"You... bastards...!"

Swinging her scythe with unabashed rage, Chikage shredded Vertex aer Vertex.

-"Chikage..."

Wakaba could was le speechless in the bloodcurdling sight of Chikage's rampage. Hinata was the same.

Eventually, aer she had slain all the Vertexes, Chikage murmured.

-"Let's go... We're looking for survivors, aren't we...?"

Chikage walked with her head cast down, the look on her face invisible to Wakaba.

AAer the three hours were up, Wakaba's trio arrived at the meeting place by the ferry station. In the end, they 
found not a single, human survivor. Only Vertexes. ey were easy to defeat since they weren't in large groups, 
but it still felt like an empty victory.





Lingering Snow

-"We gotta camp outdoors!"

Led by Tamako, the heroes went to some campgrounds near Mount Rokko. e sun had already set so it was 
getting dark.

-"Wait, Tamacchi-sempai, are you sure you didn't just want to camp outdoors...?"

Anzu sent a piercing glance.

-"O--"O-of course not! C'mon, this way we can easily secure a water source! ere's even plenty of wood to start 
a re, too!"

A river owed close to the campgrounds. Since they were in the mountains, they would probably have no 
difficulty gathering rewood. Tamako was indeed correct.

Just to be on the safe side, they inspected everywhere around the campgrounds for any survivors or usable 
equipment.

ey found a lodge and other facilities wrecked perhaps by a Vertex attack. ey found no survivors. In 
regards to equipment, Hinata found a camping tent inside a warehouse.

-"Great! Now it's really starting to feel like a camp out!"

Tamako spoke with shining eyes.

-"I knew it, Tamako-san just really wanted to camp out..."

-"-th-th-that's not true, Hinata! C'mon, it's just important to set the mood, you know!?"

e girls all cooperated to pitch the tent, gather rewood and start a re.

FFor dinner, they were boiling water in a pot to cook some udon they had brought from Shikoku. It was a 
dry-noodle type of Sanuki udon that kept well.

-"Time for Tama to show off!"

Tamako spoke happily as she put the pot to the re.

Pitching a tent and starting a re may seem like simple tasks, but they are difficult without some prior 
knowledge. If not for Tamako's advice, they probably would've been unable to perform either task.

-"You're really look sempai-like, Tamacchi-sempai..."

-"-"And what exactly is that~ supposed to mean, A~n~zu~? Tama's always sempai-like, right!?"

-"Ow, ow! Please don't grind on my head like that!"

e water you use in preparing delicious udon is important. A water quality test of the river by the 
campgrounds revealed that the water was sufficiently clean.

e six girls gathered around the re as they ate the fully-cocked udon.

-"Yup, it's delicious! Udon's really great when we eat it together!"



















Lingering Snow

-"...khh...!"

As Wakaba turned the pages to read, her hands trembled with helplessness and rage.
 
(Chapter 10 END)


